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Abstract 
Fishburn P.C., Correlation in partially ordered sets, Discrete Applied Mathematics 39 (1992) 173-I 91. 
Correlation in partially ordered sets is a very active research area. In this paper we review basic results 
for correlation within ordered sets that focus on distributive lattices, systems of subsets ordered by 
proper inclusion, and the family of linear extensions of an arbitrary finite ordered set. Included are the 
Ahlswede-Daykin theorem, the FKG theorem, the nonstrict and strict xyz inequalities, and the univer- 
sal correlation theorems of Winkler and Brightwell. We also mention several corollaries and applica- 
tions, and note some open problems. Proofs of many of the theorems are included. 
Keywords. Partial orders, correlation, FKG inequality. 
1. Introduction 
This paper explores notions of correlation within the theory of partially ordered 
sets. We begin with basic definitions of correlated events, then consider questions 
of correlation between events in ordered sets. Unless stated otherwise, an order < 
on a set is defined as an irreflexive (X < x never holds) and transitive (X < y and y < z 
imply x < z) binary relation on the set. 
Let p be a probability measure defined on the Boolean algebra Q of all subsets of 
a finite set S. Thus p(S) = 1, and for all A ,B C_ S, 01&l) 5 1 and &4 U B) =&I) + 
p(B) if A and B are disjoint. We refer to elements in 8, or subsets of S, as ezrzfs. 
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Two structures figure prominently in the paper: 
(1) the set S of all subsets of n=(1,2,...,n); 
(2) the set S of all linear extensions of a finite ordered set (X, < ). 
For (l), each event in & is a family of subsets of { 1, . . . , CZ}; ror (t), each event in 
8 is a collection of linear extensions of (X, < ). 
We say that events A and B are 
l positively correlated if c((A n B) >p(A)p(B), 
l nonnegatively correlated if p(A n B) zp(A)p(B), 
l nonpositively correlated if p(A n B) s p(A)p(B), 
l negatively correlated if p(A n B) <p(A)p(B). 
Thus A and B are positively correlated if their joint probability exceeds the product 
of their separate probabilities. If one prefers to think of p as a probability distribu- 
tion on S, with p(A) = CA p(s), then A and B are positively correlated if the occur- 
rence of some SE A n B is more likely than CA p(s; Es p(s). When A and B are 
positively correlated, we must have O<p(A) < 1 and O<p(B)< 1, with p(A 1 B)> 
&A) and p(BIA)>p(B) so that either event is more likely when the other occurs. 
Moreover, A and B are positively correlated if and only if A and BC, the comple- 
ment of B in S, are negatively correlated: 
A similar remark holds for nonnegative versus nonpositive correlation, and because 
of these equivalences we shall emphasize positive correlation and nonnegative cor- 
relation. 
The most important historical connection between correlation and order may 
well be the ceiebrated FKG theorem, named for the authors of [14]. In a simplified 
form it says that if ,u is a probability measure defined on the set of all families of 
subsets of ( 1, . . . , n> that satisfies 
p(a),u(b)sp(aU b)p(an b) for all a, b c (1, . . . , n], (*) 
then any two events A and B that are closed under the superset relation 
(a E A, aC c * c E A; b E B, b C c* c E B) are nonnegatively correlated. We discuss this 
further in Theorem 4.1. A variant (see Theorem 4.4) is illustrated by 
Example 1.1. The match set of a shuffled deck of 52 cards numbered 1 through 52 is 
M= (k: card k is the kth card from the top of the deck}. 
Note that IlMl can be any number from 0 through 52 except for 51, but we accom- 
modate the exception by taking p(M) = 0 whenever IM I = 5 1. Let 
A = {M: M contains at least one even k}, 
1E = (M: M contains at least one odd k}. 
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If all orders of the deck are equally likely, then A and B are nonnegatively cor- 
related. In other words, the knowledge that the match set of a well-shuffled deck 
contains at least one odd number increases our confidence that it contains at least 
one even number. More generally, if A and B are any two families of match sets 
closed under the superset relation, then the conditional probability of A given B is 
greater than or equal to the probability of A. 
Our second example (see Theorem 6.1) illustrates the linear extension theme. 
Example 1.2. The well-shuffled eck of 52 cards in Example 1.1 is sampled to reveal 
so,me of the pairs iC O j, where i< 0 j means that card i is lower than card j in the 
deck. The sample need not be random. %;pose X, y and z are distinct integers in 
11 2 , . . . ,52} whose co relationships to each other are not deducible from the sam- 
pl; information. Then 
Pr(x< oy 1 sample information and xc oz) 
> Pr(x< oylsample information). 
That is, x is more likely to be lower than y when it is lower than z. 
A related example says th It if xl, x2, , . . , x,; are random variables independently 
and uniformly distributed on the unit interval, and if I represents partial informa- 
tion about their complete ordering, then the events (xi <x2} and {xi <x3} are non- 
negatively correlated [27] whatever I might be. 
To introduce the rest of the paper, we say more about the two structures mention- 
ed above. In the first case we correlate events described in terms of the subset order- 
ing on the ordered set (2”, c ), the family of subsets of n = { 1, . . . , n} ordered by 
proper inclusion. Here S = 2” and Q= LB~ = {A : A c 2”). The atoms for p are the 
members of S, i.e., the subsets a, bS .. . of n. We have C (p(a): aE 2”) = 1 and 
p(A) = C {p(a): a 4) for all events A in an. 
We say that event A is an up-set (order filter, closed under supersets) if (aEA: 
a~ b} *b E A, and a down-set (order ideal, closed under subsets, simplicial com- 
plex) if {a E A: bc a} =$ bE A. Clearly, A is an up-set if and only if its complement 
AC = 2”\A is a down-set. 
Suppose p is uniform: 
p(a) = l/2” for each ae2”. 
Then A and B are nonnegatively correlated if both are up-sets or both are down-sets 
(see Theorem 4.2). I3y complementation, .4 and B are nonpositively correlated if one 
is an up-set and the other is a down-set. Equivalently, 
A and B are up-sets * 2”IAnBI 2 IA[ l IBl, 
A is an up-set, B is a down-set =+ 2”IA blBl I IA I l IBl- 
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A more general result follows from the FKG theorem. If p is log supermodular, 
which means that (*) holds, then every two up-sets are nonnegatively correlated. 
Since log supermodularity obviously holds when p is uniform, the results of the 
preceding paragraph foilow immediately. On the other hand, it can be that every 
two up-sets are nonnegatively correlated when log supermodularity fails, as in 
Example 1.1. 
Our second structure is based on a finite ordered set (X, ( ). We say that x, y E X 
are incmrtpnrrable if .u+y and neither s (y nor y S x. A r t~stt ktion (induced ordered 
subset) of ,A’, ( ) is an ordered set (Y, ( ‘) for which Y c X and x < ‘y if and only 
if x,yE Y and x(y. 
A linear order on X is a complete (x#y =$ x < y or y < =;) order. Let 
z$?= {(X, co): ( C_ co, co is a linear order on X}, 
the family of linear extensions of (X, ( ). In this setting 9 is our base set S 9 and 
B = (A: A c 9). Unless stated otherwise, we define ~1 uniformly by 
p(L)=l/N for each L&Z?, whereN=J9?). 
Then, for all A, R c 9, 
A and B are positively correlated * NIA n B I> IA I - I BI , 
A and B are nonnegatively correlated e NIA (I B I I JA I l I B I. 
Results for this model are often stated in a way that admits many specific realiza- 
tions. For example, the strict xyz inequality says that if x, y and z are three mutually 
incomparable lements in (X, ( ), then (L&S?: xcoy in L) and {L E&?: xc02 in L} 
are positively correlated. This conclusion can be stated in various ways when we 
define (x<*y) as {LEE?: xcoy in L]: 
~l(x<oY)w<oz,l~ IWoY)l l IWOZ)~, 
To derive the penultimate inequality, begin with the second in the form 
~((y<oz)~(y~ox))>~(y<O~)~(y<ox), write its left side as p(ycoz)+ 
,~~Y<ox)-~((~coz)~(u<ox)) and its right side as ~U(~C~Z)[~ -~(x<~y)], then 
transpose to get 
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The final inequality in the preceding list says that x is more likely to precede y in 
a linear extension when x precedes z than otherwise. 
The preceding results stem from a remarkably powerful theorem of Ahlswede and 
Daykin [l] that we discuss in the next section. Some of those results, including the 
FKG theorem, were proved prior to the appearance of the Ahlswede-Daykin 
theorem, but simpler proofs follow from their theorem. We illustrate this in Section 
3 for results of Fortuin, Kasteleyn and Ginibre [14], Holley [19] and Daykin [7]. 
Section 4 retails corollaries of the Ahlswede-Daykin theorem for the context of 
(2”, c). We include there a correlation theorem for fixed points of random per- 
mutations of n that is not a direct consequence of the Ahlswede-Daykin and FKG 
theorems but can be proved from their results applied to perturbations of the 
underlying probability measure [12]. Example 1.1 illustrates that theorem. 
Sections 5 and 6 focus on the linear extensions model. Section 5 considers non- 
negative/nonpositive correlation. It features an embedding technique used by Shepp 
[27] to prove the (nonstrict) xyz inequality, along with “universal correlation” 
theorems of Winkler [34] and Brightwell [4]. Section 6 looks at positive correlation 
with emphasis on Fishburn’s [8] proof of the strict xyz inequality. 
Section 7 concludes with a brief discussion and open problems. 
Preparation of the present work owes a great deal to earlier expositions on its 
topics, including Graham [15,16], West [33], Bollobas [3], Winkler [35] and Trotter 
[29], which can be consulted for further information. It should also be noted that 
our study is confined to finite ordered sets. A discussion of the FKG inequality and 
related inequalities for nonnegative correlation in infinite ordered sets, ~1~s 
references to associated literature, is provided by Lindqvist [22]. Additional discus- 
sion of correlation for infinite ordered sets that has a more combinatorial flavor ap- 
pears in Brightwell [6]. 
2. The Ahlswede-Daykin theorem 
The Ahlswede-Daykin theorem [ 11, also known as the four-functions theorem 
[3], is the preeminent heorem of our subject. Its most general form says that an 
inequality involving four nonnegative real-valued functions on a finite distributive 
lattice implies a simila; inequality for subsets of the lattice. The importance of the 
theorem lies in its many applications. 
We recall that a finite lattice is a finite ordered set (r, < ) in which each pair of 
points a, b E r has a unique least upper bound or join avb and a unique greatest 
lower bound or meet aAb: 
avb=min{zEl? a<z,b<z}, 
The lattice is distributive if an(bvc) = (a/\b)v(al\c) for all a, b, CE ror, equivalent- 
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ly, if av(bl\c) = (avb)/\(avc) for all a, b, CE r. In proving the Ahlswede-Daykin 
theorem, we use the fact that every finite distributive lattice is isomorphic to a 
restriction of (2”, C) for some n [2, p. 591. 
For nonempty A, B C_ r define 
AVB=(avb: aEA,bEB), 
A/\B=(a/\b: aeA,bEB). 
If either A or B is empty let AvB=0 and AnB=0. We extend f: r- IR additively 
to alI A c r by defining 
f(A)= c f(a)- 
By usual convention, f (0)=0. 
Theorem 2.1 (Ahlswede-Daykin [11). Suppose (r, < ) is a finite distributive lattice 
cmd a, /I: y, 6 : r-, [O, 00) satisfy 
Then 
a(a)&b) I y(avb)b(a/\b) for all a, b E r. 
a(A)fi(B) s y(AvB)a(A/\B) for all A, B G r. 
Remark. The hypothesized inequality, a(a)/?(b)< y(avb)G(al\b), has the flavor of 
log supermodularity ( *), and can be viewed as a broad generalization of ( *). The 
Ahlswede-Daykin theorem says that the supposed four-functions inequality for in- 
dividual elements in r is inherited by subsets of r under additive extensions. Its 
power lies in this surprising conclusion, which seems almost too good to be true. 
Nevertheless, the proof of the theorem is fairly straightforward. We follow Bollobas 
131. 
Proof. Because (r, < ) is isomorphic to a restriction of (2R, C) for some n with 
V = U and A = n , it suffices to prove the theorem for (2”, C), n = 1,2, . . . . Theorem 
2.1 as stated for (r, < ) then follows from the result for a corresponding (2”, C) by 
fixing a, p, y and a at 0 on the elements of 2” not involved in the isomorphism. 
We have to prove that if n E ( 1,2, . . . } and if a, fl, y, 6 : 2” --) [0, 00) satisfy 
a(a)/?(b) 5 y(aU b)b(aflb) for all a, 6 E 2”, 
then 
a(A y(AVB)G(AAB) for all A, B c 2”, 
where AVB=(aUb: aEA,bEB) and AAB={anb: aeA,bEB} if neither A nor 
B is empty, and AU?= AAB =0 otherwise. Since the desired conclusion holds if 
either A or B is empty, assume henceforth that neither is empty. Also, to distinguish 
the zero of 2” from the set of no subsets of 2”, denote the former by 0. We proceed 
by induction on n. 
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n=l. Then 2’={0,1} with 0~1. Forfe(ar,p,y,6) let&=f(O) andfi=f(l). 
The hypothesis for Q, b E (0, l> is 
aoao 5 Yo6,9 QlPO~ Yls,, aoa1= YdOS al Pl s Yl4 l 
The desired conclusion is easily seen to hold if A or B is (0) or (l}, so suppose that 
A = B = (41). Then the desired conclusion is 
This follows immediately from the hypothesis if S, =0 or y1 =0, so assume other- 
wise and take 6r and y. as small as the hypothesis allows, namely 6r = arl/3r/y, and 
y. = cro~o/So. Then the desired conclusion reduces to 0 I ( ylS,-cr,&)( y,60-~l PO), 
which is true by the hypothesis. This completes the n = 1 proof. 
n L 2. Take n zc 2 and suppose that the theorem holds for n’ = 1, . . . , n- 1. Assume 
that cr, /J, y, 6 : 2” + [0, 00) satisfy the hypothesis: a(a)/J(b) I y(aU b)S(an b) for all 
Q, b E 2”. Fix nonempty A, B c 2” and assume that cy, p, y and 6 equal 0 outside of 
A,&AvB and AAB respectively since this affects neither the validity of the 
hypotheses nor the values of a(A), P(B), y(AvB) and ~(AAB). Let S= 2”-’ and 
for each f E {a, j3, y, 6) define S on S by 
f(c)= f(c)+ f(cU(n}) for all CCES. 
Then a(A) = a@“) = a(S), p(B) = p(S), y(AvB) = y(S) and 6(&B) = d(S) SO, 
noting that SvS = SAS = S, 
a(A)fl(B)~ y(AVB)6(AAB) @ a(S)j?(S)s y(S)6(S). 
This shows that the desired conclusion at n for A and B follows from the supposed 
truth of the theorem at n’= n-l provided that 
a(c)j&i)~y(cud)&cnd) for all C&S. 
TO verify this inequality, fix c, de S and define new functions on 2’ = (0, 1) as 
follows: a’(0) = a(c), p’(0) =p(d), y’(0) = y(cUd), S’(0) = 6(cnd); d(l) = ~r(cU (n)), 
p’(1) =p(dU {n}), y’(l) = y(cUdU {n>), S’(1) =&(cnd)U (t-z}). Our initial hypo- 
theses for a, p, y and 6 imply the hypothesis for the primed functions on (0,l); for 
all r,s~ {0, l), a’(r)P’(s) 5 y’(rUs)&(rns). Hence the result for n = 1 implies 
a’((9 1})P’({4 l)bY'({o, l)W(Co, q>* 
Since a(c) = ar’({O, l}), . . . , y(cr$d) = ~‘((0, l)), we have 
CX(C)~(~)S y(cud)d(cnd). 
This is true for all c, do S, so a(A)p(B) I y(A vB)G(Al\B). Since A and B are 
unrestricted, the desired conclusion holds at n. 
Induction implies the result for all n. Cl 
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Reuter [24] describes an apparent strenghtening of Theorem 2.1 that is readily 
derived from the Ahlswede-Daykin theorem. 
3. More lattice theorems 
Several important results that preceded Theorem 2.1 historically follow readily 
from that theorem. We assume here that (r, < ) is a finite distributive lattice and 
say that f : r+ IR is nondecreasing if, for all a, b E r, a < b* f (a) 5 f (6). 
Theorem 3.1 (FKG [14]). Suppose p : r-, [O, 00) is log supermodular: 
p(a)p@) s p(avb)p(a/\b) for ail a, 6 E r. 
Then for all pairs f, g of nondecreasing real-valued fun&m on r, 
Remark. When r is a Boolean algebra, such as 2”, and p is a probability measure 
on I’, the conclusion of Theorem 3.1 says that 
where E(f, 1~) is the expected value of f with respect to ~1. An old result of 
Chebyshev has the same conclusion when p is a probability measure on 2” and f 
and g are nondecreasing (i< j =$ f (i) 5 f(j)) functions on n. See [ 18,321 for related 
material. The FKG theorem extends the conclusion to partially ordered sets with the 
relaxed notion of a nondecreasing function, and with general p-weighted averages 
in place of expected values, but compensates for these relaxations by imposing log 
supermodularity. 
Proof. Since the conclusion of Theorem 3.1 is invariant o the addition of a constant 
to f and g, we assume with no loss of generality that both functions are positive. 
Given f, g and P, &he WO, P@X Ha) and W by f (aMah g(aMaL 
f (a)g(a)r;(a) and p(a) respectively. The hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 then imply those 
of Theorem 2.1. With A = B = Ts the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 yields the conclu- 
sion of Theorem 3.1. q 
Theorem 3.2 (Holley [19]). Suppose ,q, p2 : r-, [O, 00) satisfy &pl(a) = &+2(a) 
and 
,ul (a)p2(b) spl (avb)p2(a/tb) for all a, b E r. 
Th3i $Qi* tiiiy iiOii&Ci~ipsitzg Jr: l”-+ ii?, 
c f (ah(a)= c f (u?P2@)* 
I- r 
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Proof. Add a constant to f so that it is positive. Define u(a), P(a), y(a) and 6(a) 
by p,(a), f (a)p2(a), f (a)pl (a) and p2(a) respectively. The hypotheses of Theorem 
3.2 then imply those of Theorem 2.1. The conclusion of Theorem 2.1 for Al = B = r 
yields the conclusion of Theorem 3.2. Cl 
Various other results follow from Theorem 2.1 by q,ecial choices of its four func- 
tions. For example, if a = p = y = 6 = p, then the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 (FKG) 
imply 
p(A)p(B)<p(AvB)p(Al\B) for all A, B c f. 
In other words, log supermodularity for individual elements implies the same form 
for subsets. If each of a, p, y and 6 is identically 1 on r, then log supermodularity 
is automatic and Theorem 2.1 gives 
IAI- IBIs~AvB~~IAABI for all A,Bc_E 
This conclusion, first proved by Daykin [7], is shown by him to be tantamount o 
distributivity of (L’, < ). 
4. Systems of subsets 
The results of the preceding section give rise to correlation theorems and other 
interesting facts when we specialize the lattice to (2”, C) with \/ = U and A = n . 
With no loss of generality in this context, we normalize p (and pcrl, p2) by C {p(a): 
a E 2”) = 1 so that p on the Boolean algebra && of subsets of 2” is a probability 
measure. We begin with an obvious restatement of the FKG theorem and two corol- 
laries. 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose p is a probability measure on &, and p(a)p(b)s 
p(aU b)p(aCl b) for all a, b E 2”. Then 
(1) fw all nondecreasing f, g from (2”, C ) into R , 
E(f, pl)E(g, p) 5 Qfg, ~0; 
(2) ~U)~(B)+G(AVB)~(AAB) for all A, B E ~8,; 
(3) iJ‘ A, BE &Y,l are up-sets, then ,u(A (I B) >p(A)p(B). 
Remarks. (3) follows immediately from (1) by taking f = 1 on A, 0 otherwise, and 
g = 1 on B, 0 otherwise. In (2), AvB = (au b: aE A, b E B}, which is not generally 
the same as A U B. In fact, if A and B are up-sets, then AvB = A (I B. Similarly, by 
prior definition, AAB = {an 5: a E A, b E B}. 
?he following correlation results were first proved by Kleitman 1201 and Seymour 
[Z]. 
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Theorem 4.2. Suppose A, B E 99,. If A is an up-set and B is a down-set, then 
2”IAnBI s IAl 9 IBl. If A and B are both up-sets or both down-sets, then 
2”IAnBI 1 IAl 0 IBl. 
Proof. The up-sets conclusion is immediate from Theorem 4.1(3) on taking p(a) = 
2-” for each aE2”. The other conclusions follow from complementation. q 
Holley’s Theorem 3.2 says that if (ul and p2 are probability measures on a, that 
satisfy p,(a)p2(b)~pl(aUb)p2(anb) for all a,bE2n, then E(f,pl)rE(f,p2) for 
every nondecreasing f on (2”, C ). 
Another result, first proved by Marica and Schiinheim [23] 
set differences. Let A-B= (a\b: aeA, be B). 
Theorem 4.3. For all A,BE&!?,~, IA-B1 l IB-A(? IAl l 
IA-AI L IAI. 
involves systems of 
B] . In particular, 
Proof. With the use of the final inequality in the preceding section, we have 
IAl l IBI = IAl l I(n\b: beB}I s IAv{n\b: bEB)l 9 IAl\{n\b: bEB}) 
= I(aU(n\b): aEA,bEB}I. I(an(n\b): aEA,bEB}l 
= 
= 
= 
It is well known that the hypotheses of results like the Ahlswedt-Daykin theorem 
I(n\(aU(n\b)): aEA,bEB)l= I(a\b: aEA,bEB)I 
i(b\a: aEA,bEB)I. IA-B1 
IB-Al l IA-BI. 0 
and the FKG theorem are not necessary for their conclusions. One interesting setting 
in which an FKG correlational conclusion holds but ,u is not log supermodular in- 
volves fixed points of permutations, as in Example 1.1. We conclude this section 
with its description and an outline of results from Fishburn, Doyle and Shepp [ 121. 
Let 0 be a permutation of n. The match set of 0 is the set of fixed points 
M(a)=(iEn: a(i)=i}. 
Let S = 2” with &a) = Pr(llvl(a) = a) for each a E 2”. With T(a) the number of per- 
mutations for which M(a) = a, if all n! permutations are equally likely, then 
p(a)= T(a)/n!. 
8Bn is the same as before, and p(A) = C {p(a): aE A} for each A E an. 
Theorem 4.4. Suppose al/ permutations of n are equally likely. Then for every two 
up-sets A, B E z&, 
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A corollary says that if f, g are nondecreasing functions from (2”, C) into tl?, 
then 
To prove this from Theorem 4.4, set f (0) = g(0) = 0 and f (n) = g(n) = 1 with no loss 
of generality. Then f and g are finite positive linear combinations of nondecreasing 
functions from (2’: C) into (0, 1 }, constructed sequentially up (2”, c ), and hence 
are convex combinations of indicator functions of up-sets. Applications of Theorem 
4.4 then yield the expected value conclusion. 
The conclusions of Theorem 4.4 and the corollary are identical to conclusions (3) 
and (1) of Theorem 4.1. However, ~1 is not log supermodular. In particular, while 
&)@)I &zUb)&nb) for most a, b e 2”, the inequality fails when laU bl = 
n-l >max{ ial, lbl). The problem comes fromp(aUb)=O when jaUbl Fn-1 since 
no permutation has exactly n- 1 fixed points: if o(i) = i for a? least n- 1 points, then 
all n points zu-e in the match set. 
Since p is not fully log supermodular, Theorem 4.4 is not a corollary of Theorem 
4.1. However, the proof of Theorem 4.4 in [ 121, which is too long to give here, uses 
Theorem 4.1 as well as the Ahlswede-Daykin theorem! It does this by perturbing 
p to assign positive probability to la I = n- 1 in such a way that log supermodularity 
or the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 hold for the perturbed measure. Moreover, for 
given up-sets A and B, our perturbations leave p(A), p(B) and I.L(A n B) unchanged, 
so the conclusions of Theorems 2.1 and 4.1 can be used for these values. 
Unfortunately, the small breach of log supermodularity forces examination of 
many special cases, but that may be unavoidable. The positive lesson from [12] is 
that even when the hypotheses of results like Theorems 2.1 and 4.1 fail, it may still 
be possible to use their conclusions under judicious reassignments of probabilities. 
5. Linear extensions 
We now turn our attention to the equally-likely linear extensions model for a 
finite ordered set (X, < ). Recall that 9 is the set of all linear extensions (X, co) of 
(X, < ), N= IS? I, and p(L) = l/N for each L ~9. Cases of nonnegative and non- 
positive correlation will be reviewed in this section. Positive correlation is discussed 
in the next section. Some proofs will be outlined, but details are omitted. 
As mentioned in the introduction, the set (L ~9: xcoy in L} of linear exten- 
sions of (X, < ) for which XC oy will be written as (x+,y). its probability, &~~y), 
is the number of linear extensions in which xcoy, divided by N. Clearly, ~(~<~y) +
~(y<~x) = 1 when x#y. More generally, the set of all linear extensions in which 
ai<obi is true for every i E I is denoted by n, (ai< o&i). 
Our first two results for nonnegative correiations in linear extensions look at two- 
part partitions of X from different perspectives. They are due to Graham, Yao and 
Yao [17] and Shepp [26] respectively. 
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Theorem 5.1. Suppose (X,, X,) is a nontrivial two-part partition of X, and the 
restriction of < to Xi is a linear order for i = 1,2. Let A and B be events of the 
form 01 (ai < obi) and (II (Cj < odj) respectively with all ai, Cj E X1 and all bi , 
dj E X2. Then 
MA nB)z P(A)P(B). 
Theorem 5.2. Suppose (X, < ) is the union of disjoint nonempty ordered sets 
(X1,(i)and(X~,(2):X1r)X2=0,X,UXZ=X,and(=(,U(2.LetAandBbe 
as in Theorem 5.1. Then p(AnB)rp(A)p(B). 
Remarks. The intuition in both theorems is that all elementary events used in A and 
B are of the form (x1 < dcz) for x1 E X1 and x2 E X2; hence realization of one of A 
and B in a linear extension should enhance the likelihood that the other occurs. 
However, this type of intuition can be delicate since it does not carry through to the 
conclusion ,u(A n B)rp(A)p(B) except when (X, < ) has specialized structure as 
described, for example, in the hypotheses of the theorems. Examples in Shepp [26] 
and Graham j16, p. 1221 show ho-w the conciusion faiis for other structures. 
Proof comments. Proofs based on the FKG theorem are given by Shepp [26] and 
Kleitman and Shearer [21] for Theorem 5.1, and by Shepp [26] for Theorem 5.2. 
The latter proof uses a limiting argument similar to that described shortly for 
Theorem 5.3. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1 (Sketch). Let (X,, < ) = {x1 < x2 ( l _ ( ~~~1 and (X2, ( ) = 
{Yl(YZ+*’ < Y,!}, m, n L 1. Define f as the set of all strictly increasing m-tuples of 
integers from (1,2,...,m+rzj, and for (x=(cY~,...,(Y,~} and p=(/3r,.g~,&) in r 
define (XC *p if Cril@i for i= 1, . . . , m. Also define a@ and CWV~ componentwise by 
It is then routine to check that (r , I*) is a distributive lattice (reflexive variety). 
Given cy E f, define cyc as the strictly increaC; n-tuple of integers in ( 1, . . . , 
m+n)\(q,... , CY,,~}, and let oa denote the bijection from X onto { 1, . . . , m + n} 
defined by 
Oa(Xi)=cXi (i= 1, . . ..nI). O,(Yj)=olj' (j= l,...,n). 
Also let (X, < A) and (X, < B) denote the ordered sets in which < A = {(al, b,), . . . 9 
(a&d) and ( B={(q,dl),..., (cJ, d,)}, with ai, Cj E Xr and big dj E X2 for all i and 
j. We then define functions v, f and g from r into (0, 1) by 
V(Q) = 1 e the arrangement of X by increasing values of era is a linear 
extension of (X, < ); 
f(cr)=l e the arrangement of X by increasing values of a, is a linear 
extension of (X, <J; 
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g(ar) = 1 ti the arrangement of X by increasing values of a, is a linear 
extension of (X, < &. 
It can then be shown that o is log supermodular and that each of -fand -g is non- 
decreasing on (r, 5 *). It then follows from Theorem 3.1 that 
C W) C f (a)g(aMa?z C f (aMa) C g(aMa). 
CwEl arEI- ffel- CwEf 
The four sums here are, respectively, the number of linear extensions of (X, < ), the 
number of linear extensions of (X, < ) that are compatible with both < A and < B, 
the number of linear extensions of (X, < ) that are compatible with < A, and the 
number of linear extensions of (X, < ) that are compatible with < B. Dividing both 
sidei by N2 = [ C o(a)12 gives &I (9 B) r&I)p(B). Cl 
Our next theorem shows that some instances of A and B for nonnegative correla- 
tion do not require strong structural hypotheses like those of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2. 
It is the nonstrict version of the ;uyz inequality proved by Shepp [27]. 
Theorem 5.3. Suppose x, y and z are mutually incomparable lements in (X, < ). 
Then 
P((x%Y)n(x<OZ)k P(x<oY)P(x<oz)* 
Remark. The conclusion follows easily if one or more ordered pairs from (x, y, z} 
are in < . Hence it holds for all triples in every ordered set. 
Proof (Outline). Let x, y and z be mutually incomparable lements in (X, < ). Fix 
an integer K> IX I: later we let K + w. Define f’ as the set of all nondecreasing 
a : (X, < ) --j K. Also define 5 *, A and v for rK by 
as *fl if a(x)2 p(x) and a(t)-a(x)< P(t)+(x) for all t l X, 
(aNO = min (a(t)-a(x), P(t)+(x)) + max (a(x), P(x)], 
(W)(t) = max(aW-a(x), P(t)+(x)} + min {a(x), P(x)) l 
It follows [35, p. 1631 that (f’, a*) is a distributive lattice. 
Let (a< b)K for a, b EX be the set of all a E rK for which a(a) (a(b). Then both 
(x<Y)~ and (XC z)~ are up-sets in (r’, I*). Indeed, for any t fx, if a(x)<a(t) and 
al*/3, thenOra(t)-a(x)rp(t)+(x), SOP(X)@(~). Thisexplainstheseemingly 
odd definition of I * in the preceding paragraph: it is just right for the up-set 
calculation. It then follows from Theorem 3.1 (FKG) with the uniform measure on 
rK that 
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As K + 00, the proportion of a! E r’ that have @(a) = a(b) for some a# b goes to 
0. It then follows [35, p. 1621 by taking limits in the preceding inequality that 
~U((~<oY)n(X<OZ))~114(X<OY)CL(X<OZ)= u 
The con-’ on of 7 heorem 5.3 is universal in the sense that it holds for all ordered 
sets. One might say that ordered sets ((x, y, z},((x, y))} and {(x, y, z>,((x, z)} > 
are universally nonnegatively correlated in every ordered set (X, < ) for which 
(x, y, z> c X. This type of conclusion has been pushed to the limit by Winkler [34] 
in Theorem 5.4 and Brightwell [4] in Theorem 5.5. 
A few definitions will be helpful. Let < * be an asymmetric binary relation on Y. 
Given an ordered set (X, < ) with Y c X, let p( Y, < .J be the ratio of the number 
of linear extensions (X, <o) of (X, < ) for which < * E co, to N. The set of cover- 
itrg pairs in (Y, < .J is 
d(Y, CJ=((...,Y)E x,: x<,t<,y for no & Yj. 
We say that ordered sets (Y, < l) and (Y, < 2) are compatible if the transitive 
closure of < 1 U < 2 is irreflexive, i.e., if < 1 and < 2 are subsets of a common par- 
tial order. In terms of p as just defined, the conclusion of Theorem 5.3 is 
NX~ yh ux, Y)¶ (x9 al) 2 /4(x, _Y, z], {(x, y)})j.l((x, y, z), ((x, z))). 
Theorem 5.4. Suppose (Y, < 1) and (Y, < 2) are compatible finite ordered sets. Then 
PK (1U ~zkP(Y, (&(Y, (2) 
for every finite ordered set (X, < ) with Y c X if and only if for ail x, .y, a, b E IT, 
(X,Ybw, (,U <r)\d(Y, ’ \&md(a,b)EA(Y, -t,U <z)\A(Y, <,)implyeither 
x=a ory=b. 
-Kireorerm 5.5. Suppose (i;‘, < 1) and (Y, < 2) are compatiblefinite ordered sets. Then 
P(K ( 1 u (2)-lu, ( ,)y(Y, < 2) 
for every finite ordered set (X, < ) with Y C_ X if and only if < 1 n < 2 = 0 and, for 
alix,y,a,bE Y, (x,y)~d(Y, < 1) and (a,b)EA(Y, <2) imply eitherx=b ory=a. 
The cases of universal nonnegative correlation (Theorem 5.4) and universal non- 
positive correlation (Theorem 5.5) allowed by th- _. theorems are extremely limited. 
The condition of Theorem 5.4 says that the covering pairs (x, y) and (a, 6) must be 
related as in the xyz hypothesis, i.e., 
{(x3 YMZ, Y)) . 
of the form ((x, y), (x,z)} or its dual 
‘-r-h e conditions of Theorem 5.5 seem even more restrictive. The non- 
trivial possibilities, up to duality, are shown by the diagrams in Fig. 1. 
It may be noted that the conclusion of the xyz inequality can be written as 
Pw=oY<oz)~ jw=&i(y<(_-)z). 
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Fig. 1. Diagrams for universal correlation. (A) Theorem 5.4: i denotes an edge in d(Y, < , U < 2)\ 
A( Y, < i). (B) Theorem 5.5: i denote: an ordered pair in d( Y, < i). 
Is it true also that 
Brightwell’s theorem says that the answer is no. In particular, the 5-point ordered 
set on (x, y, z, w, t] for which < consists of the chain y < t < w plus covering pairs 
(Y,z), (x, WI and (x,z) has yWoycozqgv)= 114 and ~(x~~y~~z)&~~w)= 
15164. On the other hand, Theorems 5.4 and 5.5 do not answer the question when 
we presume that x, y, z and w are mutually incomparable in (X, < ). Brightwell (per- 
sonal communication) has noted that the preceding inequality can 
(x, y9z, ~lr) is an antichain. 
also fail when 
Additional material on the universal correlation theme appears in Brightwell [S]. 
6. Positive correlation 
The basic result for positive correlation in linear extensions 
quality established by Fishburn [8]. 
Theorem 6.1. Suppose x, y and z are mutually incomparable 
Then 
is the strict xyz ine- 
elements in (X, < ). 
Since the techniques used in proving Theorem 5.3 
equality, a different approach is needed for Theorem 
suffices. 
work only for nonstrict in- 
6.1. The following theorem 
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Theorem 6.2. Suppose x, y and z are mutually incomparable lements in (X, < ) and 
1 X ( = n. Let N(abc) be the number of linear extensions in 9 for which a < Ob < 0 c, 
and let 
’ = WCTY~) + N(xzy)l W(YZX) + N(w)1 ’ 
Then A 5 (n- I)“/(n + 1)2 if n is odd, A s (n-2)/(n + 2) if n is even, and for each 
n r 3 there is an (X, < ) for which A equals the indicated upper bound. Such an 
(X, < ) consists of an (n-2)-point chain with x in the middle, plus the points y and 
z that are incomparable to all others. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Let T = [N-N(yzx)-N(zyx)]/[N( yzx) + N(zyx)]. Since 
N(xy) = N(zxy) + N(xzy) + N(xyz) and N(xz) = N( yxz) + N(xyz) + N(xzy), where 
N(ab) = 1 (L E 9: acob in L} I, rearrangement yields 
N(xy)N(xz) T+J 
N[N(xyz) + N(xzy)l =T+l* 
By Theorem 6.2, A < 1. Therefore ~(x<~~)~(x<~z)< ~((xcOy)n(x<,z)). Cl 
The bulk of [8] is devoted to the proof of Theorem 6.2. That proof uses two ap- 
plications of the Ahlswede-Daykin theorem. The first application uses Shepp’s 
embedding technique with K --) 00 (see the proof outline of Theorem 5.3) to prove 
that whenever (A UB, < ) is a finite poset that satisfies 
(i) neither A\B nor B\A is empty, 
(ii) all points in A \P are incomparable to all points in B\,A, 
(iii) if k fIB#0, then A nss [(A \B)U(B\A)], 
where R s S means that for all r E R and s E S either r < s or r and s are incomparable, 
then 
NotA )No(B) ]A I! IBl! 
R’,(Af7B)NO(AUB)5 IAnBI!IAUBI! ' 
Here N,(C) is the number of linear extensions of (C, < restricted to C), with 
N,(C) = 1 if C=0. This inequality is then employed in an optimization step that 
ieads to the bounds 01 il in Theorem 6.2, which are then used in a second applica- 
tion of Ahlswede-Daykin to establish the desired result. 
Because of T in the preceding proof of Theorem 6.1, the precise bounds on A in 
Theorem 6.2 do not tell us the maximum value of the xyz ratio ~(x~~y)~(x<~z)/ 
p((xcoy)n (x<&), i.e., (T+ A)/( T+ l), when /XI = n. This is investigated fur- 
ther, without complete resolution, in [9]. 
The strict xyz inequality has been applied to obtain other results. Fishburn [l I] 
used it to determine all ordered sets (X, < ) consisting of n points, including an 
r;iz-point antichain (n 2 m L 2) that contains x and y, that maximize p(xcOy) = 
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N&y) /N. The maximum value of ~(x<~y) for given n and m is 
l- 
[ 
n-m-l-2 -I 
L(n-m + 2)/2 J 1 ’ 
Winkler [35, p. 2671 observed that since the universal cases for Theorems 5.4 and 
5.5 are based on the nonstrict xyz inequality, their proofs are easily modified in light 
of Theorem 6.1 to yield 
Theorem 6.3. If the ordered sets (Y, < i) of Theorems 5.4 and 5.5 are restricted by 
0 < p(Y, < i) < 1 $v i = I ,2, then their nonstrict ,u inequalities can be replaced by 
strict p inequalities. 
7. Discussion 
The topic of correlation-like inequalities in ordered sets is presently a very active 
area of research. My purpose here has been to review basic results for distributive 
lattices, set systems, and linear extensions, and to indicate where further informa- 
tion can be obtained. There are many open problems in the correlational area and 
related areas, some of which are described in Graham [16], Winkler [35], Fishburn 
[lo] and Trotter [28]. 
I conclude with just two open problems, each prefaced by a few words of 
motivation. 
Prddem 7.1. Since the hypotheses of the Ahlswede-Daykin and FKG theorems are 
not necessary for their conclusions, many people have wondered whether interesting 
alternative hypotheses not implied by the present ones yield the same conclusions. 
I am not aware of notable success in this direction. On the other hand, consideration 
of open questions not resolved by FKG or Ahlswede-Daykin might lead to 
something. One specific problem for the linear extensions model is whether there 
are inequalities like the xyz inequality that hold when the points of the inequality lie 
in an antichain. An example would be p( 1 c ,2 < 03 q-,4) c p( 1 c 02 c03)p(3 c e4), 
which does not generally hold when (1,2,3,41 is an antichain. Is the same true of 
~(1 c~~c~~c~~)c ~(l~~2)p(2~~3)p(3~~4), or of other inequalities of this sort? 
Problem 7.2. There has also been activi.ty in what might very loosely be referred to 
as reverse-FKG inequalities. A case in point comes from percolation theory throug!: 
the work of van den Berg and Kesten [31] and van den Berg and Fiebig [30]. Recall 
that for systems of subsets A, BE L%, from (2”, c ), one consequence of the FKG 
theorem is 
IA 1 l p3I 52ymq when A and B are up-sets. 
With no loss of generally replace 2” by (0,l)” so that A, B c { 0, 1 > ‘. The preceding 
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authors ask whether it is always true that 
where the disjoint intersection AOB of A and B is defined as follows. For all 
XE (0,l)” and Ken let 
c(x,K)={YE(O,~)“: yj=Xj for all jcK>, 
the cylinder set determined by x and K. Then 
AOB={XE{O,I)“: 3K~n such that c(x,K)cA and c(x,n\K)cB). 
Special cases of ZnlACIBl 5 IA I l 1~31 are verified in van den Berg and Fiebig [30] 
and Fishburn and Shepp [ 131, but its general status remains an open problem. 
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